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Abstract
I investigate the effect of cheap talk in sender-receiver games where the sender
wants the receiver to always take the same action, irrespective of the state of
the world, while the receiver’s preferences are state-dependent. These games
model many economic situations such as investment, voting or purchase decisions. I consider environments where the interests of the players are either
more likely aligned, or more likely conflicting. Using a simple theoretical analysis I show that communication can harm in settings where conflict of interests
is less likely. This is due to increased skepticism resulting from receivers’ aversion to being deceived (“sucker aversion”). However, when interests are more
likely conflicting, communication can help due to senders’ lying aversion. I run
experiments to test these predictions and find that communication has a significantly positive effect on payoffs when interests are more likely conflicting.
This cannot be explained by lying aversion only; social preferences seem to also
matter. On the other hand, when interests are more likely aligned, opposite
to previous findings, communication does not significantly increase receivers’
skepticism and it does not affect payoffs.
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Successful communication is one of the most important contributors to human betterment. Studies have shown that it can increase altruism (Mohlin and Johannesson,
2008), trust (Charness and Dufwenberg, 2006, 2011), coordination (Cooper et al.,
1992) or cooperation (Bicchieri and Lev-On, 2007). But is communication a panacea
or are there situations when one is better off turning a deaf ear?
This paper explores the role of communication in sender-receiver interactions
with a sender that is better informed than the receiver about the payoff-relevant
state of the world and also has state independent preferences. These games are
of particular appeal as they model many economic situations such as investment,
voting or purchase decisions. Consider the example of a seller who would like the
buyer to buy his product irrespective of its quality or a politician who always wants
the voter to prefer him rather than the opponent candidates. Such preferences have
been given limited attention in the related literature due, perhaps, to the result
that informative equilibria cannot arise in this setting (Crawford and Sobel, 1982).
Nevertheless, from a behavioral perspective, such strategic settings can give rise to
both positive and negative communication effects. In this paper I focus on lying
aversion and trusting behavior as a source of positive communication effect. The
negative effects arise from receivers’ aversion to being profitably deceived or taken
advantage of (“sucker aversion”).
Sender’s aversion to lie to the receiver is a behavioral characteristic that has
been extensively studied in the experimental economics literature. Research has
found that its roots could be an intrinsic cost of misrepresenting the truth (Abeler
et al., 2019) or a cost stemming from guilty feelings for misleading the receiver
(Charness and Dufwenberg, 2006). Irrespective of the source, evidence suggests
that in strategic situations, senders behave as if they are averse to misrepresenting
the nature of the world by transmitting more truthful information than standard
equilibrium analysis would predict (Blume et al., 1998; Cai and Wang, 2006; Dickhaut et al., 2003; Forsythe et al., 1999). In this case, the receiver, whose interest
is to find out the truth, could benefit from communication. This nevertheless depends on the receiver’s likelihood to trust the truthful messages when there is no
means to attest their veracity. In this respect, previous studies have shown that receivers are trusting enough in that they rely on the information provided by senders
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more than standard equilibrium analysis would predict (Cai and Wang, 2006; Kawagoe and Takizawa, 2009; Sánchez-Pagés and Vorsatz, 2009). However, whether the
combination of lying aversion and trusting behavior are the channels that lead to
efficiency-improving communication remains an open question.
When senders’ preferences are state independent, their monetary incentives are
usually perfectly transparent as they always prefer the receiver to take one action
(e.g. buy the product, vote for them) rather than any other available one. This makes
senders’ incentives to deceive more salient for the receiver than if their preferred
action would depend on the state of the world. Consequently, I hypothesize that
an environment where senders have state-independent preferences is more likely
to trigger a mistrusting behavior from the receiver in fear of the possibility of rewarding a deceiving sender. This tendency can make the receivers forgo profitable
offers that would have otherwise been accepted in absence of communication. A
similar behavior has been documented by Darke and Ritchie (2007) and Friestad
and Wright (1994) pointing out that the simple knowledge that advertising tactics
are designed to persuade buyers to buy a product can lead to increased consumer
skepticism by making buyers more reluctant to buy the product.
Whether these hypothesized channels lead to welfare increasing or decreasing effects depends on the type of actions the receiver takes in absence of communication.
There is little research to inform us on this topic. To the best of my knowledge, Ert
et al. (2014) is the only paper that specifically tests for the effect of communication
in a sender-receiver game by implementing a treatment without sender messages.
The authors find that cheap talk makes the receiver more reluctant to choose the
a-priori optimal action, but do not analyze whether communication leads to payoff
losses in their experiment. Moreover, the question regarding why didn’t a more
trusting behavior take over is still un-addressed.
In this paper, I analyze a simple theoretical model where senders may be lying averse, i.e. they incur an additional, non-pecuniary cost from misrepresenting
the truth, and receivers may be sucker averse, i.e. they incur an additional, nonpecuniary cost from trusting a potentially deceiving sender. Then, I show that
outcomes can be driven by either sucker or lying aversion, as a function of the
distribution of the states of the world. This means that communication can have
both positive and negative effects, depending on the alignment of interests between
sender and receiver. Specifically, when there is relatively less conflict of interests,
communication can harm due to receiver’s increased skepticism (a manifestation of
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sucker aversion). On the other hand, when there is relatively more conflict of interests, the lying aversion effect takes over, reducing buyer’s skepticism and making
both parties better off.
In this model, the likelihood of interests alignment between senders and receivers is a key modulator of trusting or skeptical receiver behavior. This is in line
with recent evidence suggesting that individuals’ propensity to lie depends on the
probability of being considered a liar (Abeler et al., 2019; Gneezy et al., 2018). The
latter is lower when the interests alignment between senders and receivers is higher
as there are fewer incentives to lie, while the opposite is true when interests are
more likely mis-aligned. Thus, when there is less conflict of interest, a sender who
can benefit from lying is less likely to be considered a liar and therefore more likely
to lie; when there is more conflict of interest, a sender who can benefit from lying
is more likely to be considered a liar and therefore less likely to lie. In other words,
the benefit of lying increases with a decrease in the conflict of interest between the
sender and the receiver. Consequently, when interests are more likely to be aligned,
communication leads receivers to be relatively more distrustful of the senders because the probability of lying is higher, while the opposite is true when interests
are more likely opposed.
I implement a laboratory experiment to test these predictions using a one-shot
seller-buyer game. In this game, a seller wants to sell a product to a buyer. The
seller’s product can be of high or low quality and the distribution of these states is
common knowledge. The seller observes the randomly determined product quality
and sends a message to the buyer. The buyer observes the message and decides
whether to buy the product or not. Incentives are such that the seller would always
like the buyer to buy the product. However, the buyer would like to buy only the
high quality product. Therefore, the buyer’s preferences depend on the state, while
the seller’s do not.
I use four treatments across which two dimensions are varied: whether the seller
is allowed to send a free-form text message to the buyer and the frequency of high
quality products which can take two values:

1
3

and 23 . Note that this frequency

essentially determines the conflict of interests between the players:
environment with high conflict of interests, while

2
3

1
3

defines an

one with low conflict of interests.

The results show that the effect of communication depends on the alignment of
interest but not in the predicted manner. Specifically, I find that communication
significantly increases trusting behavior in the
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- treatments while significantly
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increasing seller’s average payoff, without decreasing the receiver’s. Furthermore,
in contrast with Ert et al. (2014), communication does not increase skepticism in the
2
3

- treatments where it does not have a significant effect on players’ payoffs.
This paper contributes to the literature on communication in several ways. First,

it discusses when communication might be helpful as well as when it might be
harmful, setting the stage for future research to further investigate the topic of
when should one seek communication. Second, it conceptualizes a new potential
mechanism through which communication can have negative effects: sucker aversion. Third, it introduces a simple experimental framework for the analysis of this
effect of communication, that is flexible enough to accommodate a large variety of
settings.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives a more detailed
overview of the related literature, Section 3 introduces the theoretical model, analysis and derives testable hypotheses; Section 4 presents the experimental design
and procedures; this is followed by the results analysis in Section 5 while Section 6
discusses the results and concludes.

2

related literature

The paper is primarily related to experimental research on communication about
private information. An important study in this field is that of Cai and Wang (2006)
which implements treatments to test the predictions of the Crawford and Sobel
(1982) model of strategic information transmission (cheap talk). In their game, players are paired and assigned to the role of sender or that of receiver. The sender
has private information about the state of the world, s. The value of s is a number
uniformly distributed over the state space S = {1, 3, 5, 7, 9}. They use strict-form
messages which can take any value from M = {1, 3, 5, 7, 9}. After observing the
message, the receiver takes an action from A = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9}. The receiver
wants to take an action as close as possible to the state while the sender’s preferred
action is s + d, where d represents the preference difference (size of the conflict of
interests). They implement treatments with different values for d and find support
for the theoretical predictions according to which as d increases, less information is
transmitted by senders and used by receivers. As opposed to equilibrium predictions, they observe that senders report the state truthfully more than they should
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(over-communication). This result is in line with Dickhaut et al. (1995) who investigate a similar topic in a similar environment. The current study differs from these
papers in several ways. First, in my game the sender has state-independent preferences and therefore the parameter d is not relevant. Second, I replace the concept
of deterministic preference difference with that of the likelihood that preferences
differ by varying the receiver’s optimal action (defined as such from a standard theoretical point of view). Third, I implement treatments also without communication
so that I can compare behavior with an empirical benchmark as well, not only with
a theoretical one.
Blume et al. (1998, 2001) also investigate the strategic transmission of information in an experimental setting and their results are largely in line with the overcommunication phenomenon documented by Cai and Wang (2006), However, in
their studies the focus is on how the meanings of messages evolve giving rise to
a different setting than the one we are investigating in this chapter. Nevertheless,
these results support the hypothesis that lying aversion is a robust phenomenon in
strategic frameworks.
Another relevant paper is Forsythe et al. (1999) who investigate a buyer-seller
setting characterized by inefficient trading due to adverse selection (Akerlof, 1970).
They test whether two different communication mechanisms lead to efficiency gains
(more trade). In the first mechanism, “cheap talk”, sellers’ message can be any subset of product qualities (not necessarily the true one). In the other mechanism,
“antifraud”, sellers’ report must include the true quality. They find that both mechanisms increase trade efficiency but in the cheap talk environment this gain comes
at the buyer’s expense. Our studies are similar in that the seller’s preferences are
state-independent, while the buyer’s are not. Nevertheless, we differ in several dimensions. In their experiment, buyers and sellers with different valuations for an
asset have to trade in a market by bidding prices. Therefore, unlike in my setting,
sellers are active players even when communication is not possible. Also, they focus
only on a framework where the different asset qualities are equally likely while I
explore scenarios in which the distribution is not uniform.
The closest paper to my study comes from the negotiation literature where Ert
et al. (2014) investigate behavior in a cheap-talk game with a seller who has stateindependent preferences. In their game, the seller randomly draws two cards from
a deck containing 100 cards with consecutive values from 1 to 100. The buyer
is then informed about the value of the lower card and decides whether to buy
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the two cards from the seller or not at a fixed price. The seller’s payoff is the
fixed price while the buyer’s payoff is represented by the sum of the two cards
minus the fixed price. In their experiments, the authors fix the value of the lower
card to 40 which makes it optimal for the buyer to buy the cards1 . They compare
treatments with and without communication to investigate whether communication
makes buyers more skeptical to buy and find a significant skepticism effect. In the
present study, I simplify the setting by implementing a cheap-talk game with only
2 possible states. This should reduce the noise that free-form communication might
introduce. Second, I am interested in studying the evolution of skepticism when the
buyer’s optimal action is different than the seller’s preferred action. In the terms of
Ert et al. (2014) this is equivalent to the buyer’s ex ante optimal action being not to
buy.
Serra-Garcia et al. (2011) investigate the effect of vague and precise communication in a sequential 2-player public good game with asymmetric information about
the value of the public good. This can be high, intermediate or low. Like in the
present paper, they hypothesize that communication can decrease efficiency, though
their mechanism is based on the leader’s lying aversion rather than on the follower’s
skepticism. They do not find support for this hypothesis as leaders frequently lie
with precise communication, while when messages can be vague, followers do not
correctly interpret them.
Other similar game environments are found in the literature on deception detection. Belot and Van de Ven (2017) also use a buyer-seller setting with asymmetric
information. The main difference with my study is the communication protocol.
Specifically, Belot and Van de Ven (2017) are interested in whether buyers can spot
deception in face-to-face interactions. I, on the other hand, am interested in whether
anonymous communication can improve outcomes compared to a benchmark in
which communication is not allowed. Nonetheless, the results of this study are relevant as the ability to spot deception can be a mechanism that leads to gains from
communication. The authors find that buyers are better than chance in predicting which sellers are lying when they interact through face-to-face communication.
This result supports the finding of Belot et al. (2012) who study the ability of people
to detect deceit during a television game show where players are competing in a
high-stakes, simultaneous prisoner’s dilemma game. Other studies using face-to1 They

do so by using two rounds: one in which the lower card’s value is 40, and one in which it is
randomly drawn. The subjects are not informed about the value of the lower card but only that in
one of the two rounds this value was pre-determined.
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face interaction also find that subjects are better than chance when asked to predict
the behavior (Brosig, 2002; Dawes et al., 1977) or private information of others (Ockenfels and Selten, 2000). Deceit-detection in written communication, such is the
case in my study, is though less explored in the literature. Chen and Houser (2017)
investigate whether observers of a three-person trust game can predict the trustworthiness of free-form written messages. They find little support for subjects’ ability
to predict better than chance.

3

theoretical analysis

In this section I introduce the game and the theoretical predictions according to
standard theory. Then, I explore how these predictions might change if we consider
lying averse sellers who incur a psychological cost from lying and buyers who are
averse to being profitably deceived. Such buyers incur a psychological cost from
taking an action which rewards a deceiving seller. We will call this cost a sucker
cost. Furthermore, I investigate the role of these behavioral biases when incentives
are more likely to be aligned compared to when it is more probable that they are
unaligned.

3.1 The game

In the benchmark case of our experiment, the following game is played between
two players: a seller and a buyer. The timeline of the game is the following:
Stage 1: Nature’s move. Nature randomly determines the state of the world (s),
represented by a ball that can take one of two possible colors: red (R) or blue (B).
Hence, the state space is S = { R, B}. The state s is private information of the seller.
The probability of s = R is p and this is common knowledge; p ∈ [0, 1].
Stage 2: Seller’s move. After observing the state, the seller can send a freeform message (m) to the buyer. For the purpose of this analysis we will restrict the
message space to two messages: reporting that the ball is red and reporting that the
ball is blue. The message space under consideration is therefore M = { R, B}.
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Stage 3: Buyer’s move. After receiving the message from the seller, the buyer
decides whether to buy the red product or the blue product. This is equivalent to
taking an action (a) from the following set: A = { R, B}.
The payoff of the seller depends only on the buyer’s action while the buyer’s
payoff depends both on his action and on the true state of the world. Table 1
summarizes players’ material payoffs.
Table 1: Payoff Matrix (seller’s payoff listed first in each cell)

s=R
s=B

a=R

a=B

(1, 1)
(1, 0)

(0, 0)
(0, 1)

The seller, therefore, would always like the buyer to buy the red product (stateindependent preferences) while the buyer would like to buy the red product only
when the state is red and to buy the blue product when the state is blue. We
assume that messages have literal meanings. In a series of experiments Blume et al.
(2001) show that indeed, players tend to use messages with their natural language
interpretations.

3.2 Equilibrium analysis

The solution concept is Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium (PBE); the analysis is restricted
to pure strategies. A strategy for the seller is a vector m = (m( R), m( B)) where m( R)
represents the seller’s message decision when the state is red, and m( B) his message
decision when the state is blue. A strategy for the buyer is a vector a = ( a( R), a( B))
where a( R) represents the buyer’s action when the message is red, and a( B) his
action when the message is blue. Moreover, let µ(m) ∈ [0, 1] be the posterior probability that the buyer assigns to s = R upon observing m. All players are risk neutral,
material payoff maximizers. A PBE of the game requires (1) sequential rationality of
each players’ strategy - at any information set, a player uses a best response strategy
given their beliefs and holding the other player’s strategy constant; (2) consistency
of beliefs - each player’s beliefs follows Bayes’ rule (wherever appropriate) and is
consistent with the strategy profile
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It is easy to see that the buyer’s ex ante optimal action when p >
whereas when p <

1
2

it is a = B. When p =

1
2,

1
2

is a = R,

the buyer is indifferent between

the two actions and we will assume that they choose a = R in this case. When
introducing messages, it is useful to distinguish between three types of equilibria:
uninformative, informative and persuasive ones. In an uninformative equilibrium,
the buyer’s beliefs and actions are the same as when communication would not be
possible. In an informative equilibrium the buyer’s belief about the probability that
s = R conditional on the message is higher than the prior but not high enough to
make the buyer choose an action different than his ex ante optimal one. Lastly, in a
persuasive equilibrium, the buyer’s optimal action is different than his ex ante one
in a way that the seller’s payoff is higher than in any uninformative equilibrium.
Note also that uninformative or informative equilibria can also be characterized as
unpersuasive equilibria.
In a recent paper, Lipnowski and Ravid (2017) prove that in a cheap-talk game
with two buyer actions, two states and sender state independent preferences where
the buyer is not indifferent between the two actions at the prior, informative equilibria exist but persuasive ones are impossible. The following two lemmas follow
trivially.
Lemma 1. In every PBE of the game where p >

1
2,

seller’s message strategy (m) is not

persuasive and a( R) = a( B) = R, on the equilibrium path.
Lemma 2. In every PBE of the game where p <

1
2,

seller’s message strategy (m) is not

persuasive and a( R) = a( B) = B.
Note that when p > 12 , it is relatively more likely that the interests of the players
are aligned and the buyer’s optimal action coincides with the seller’s preferred one.
The opposite is true when p < 12 . Any seller strategy can be supported in equilibrium in both cases. However, if messages have a natural language interpretation
(Blume et al., 2001), it is reasonable to assume that sellers would be more likely
to signal their preferred action, i.e. red, when the state coincides with this action,
rather than signaling that the state is blue.
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3.3 Introducing lying and sucker costs

3.3.1

Lying cost

We begin with a simple analysis of players’ behavior when sellers are potentially
lying averse. We will call this game “the L-game”. For simplicity, we assume
that there are two types of sellers: liars (L) and truth-tellers (T). Liars are material
payoff maximizers. Truth-tellers are assumed to be lying averse in that they incur
a psychological cost from sending a message m 6= s. This cost is high enough such
that they always tell the truth.
We implement this in our game by letting nature decide not only the state but
also the seller’s type. Let λ ∈ [0, 1) be the proportion of liars in the population of
sellers. We assume that λ is common knowledge. Therefore, the buyer does not
know whether he is interacting with a T or L seller but he knows the distribution
of these two types in the population of sellers. The case where λ = 1 is equivalent
to one in which sellers are selfish rational utility maximizers and the analysis is the
same as in Section 3.2. When λ = 0, all sellers are truth-tellers and the buyer’s
optimal strategy is to follow the message.
There are four possible pure strategies for the L seller:
(a) (m L ( R), m L ( B)) = ( R, R)
(b) (m L ( R), m L ( B)) = ( B, B)
(c) (m L ( R), m L ( B)) = ( R, B)
(d) (m L ( R), m L ( B)) = ( B, R)
The T seller always chooses (m T ( R), m T ( B)) = ( R, B). Next, we check which of
the potential L seller strategies can be supported in a PBE of the game and what is
the corresponding receiver best reply.
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(a)
Lemma 3. The following strategies: (m L ( R), m L ( B)) = ( R, R), ( a( R), a( B)) =

( R, B), are part of a PBE of the L-game where p ≥ 21 . When p < 12 , they are a PBE
if and only if λ ≤

p
1− p .

If λ >

p
1− p ,

(m L ( R), m L ( B)) = ( R, R), ( a( R), a( B)) =

( B, B), are part of a PBE of the L-game.
Proof. See Appendix.

(b)
Lemma 4. The following strategies: (m L ( R), m L ( B)) = ( B, B), ( a( R), a( B)) =

( R, R) are part of a PBE of the L-game if and only if p ≥

1
2

and λ >

1− p
p .

If p < 12 ,

(m L ( R), m L ( B)) = ( B, B) cannot be supported in equilibrium.
Proof. See Appendix.

(c)
Lemma 5. The following seller strategy: (m L ( R), m L ( B)) = ( R, B), cannot be supported in a PBE of the L-game.
Proof. See Appendix.

(d)
Lemma 6. The following strategies: (m L ( R), m L ( B)) = ( B, R), a( R) = a( B) are
part of a PBE of the L-game where p ≥
strategies form a PBE when p <

1
2

1
2

if and only if p > λ > 1 − p or λ > p. The

if and only if λ > 1 − p or λ < p.

Proof. See Appendix.

The L-game, therefore has both persuasive and unpersuasive equilibria. To study
the effect of communication on players’ payoffs I will focus on persuasive equilibria.
The L-game has only one persuasive equilibrium described in Lemma 3.
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The L seller’s expected payoff in the persuasive equilibrium of the L-game is
equal to 1 when p ≥ 21 . This is the same as the seller’s payoff in a no-communication
protocol (equivalent to the case described by Lemma 1). The buyer’s payoff in the
persuasive equilibrium is equal to p + (1 − p)(1 − λ). This can be higher than p
(the buyer’s no-communication expected payoff) depending on the proportion of
T sellers (1 − λ). The T seller’s expected payoff in this case is equal to p which is
lower than the L seller’s expected payoff.
Proposition 1. In the L-game with p ≥

1
2,

if λ < 1, the buyer’s expected payoff in a

persuasive equilibrium is higher than his expected payoff in a no-communication protocol.
The seller is at most as well off with communication than without.
When p <

1
2,

the L-seller’s expected payoff in the persuasive equilibrium of

the L-game is again equal to 1. This is higher than the L-seller’s payoff in a nocommunication protocol (described by Lemma 2) which is equal to 0. The buyer’s
expected payoff (equal to p + (1 − p)(1 − λ)) is higher than their no-communication
expected payoff (p) as long as λ < 1. This is automatically satisfied by the condition
for the equilibrium (λ ≤

p
1− p )

when p < 12 . The T seller’s expected payoff is

1
3

which

is also greater than if communication were not possible. The buyer’s expected
payoff is equal to (1 − p)(1 − λ) + p which is greater than 1 − p given that λ ≤

p
1− p .

Proposition 2 follows from this analysis.
Proposition 2. In the L-game with p <

1
2,

if λ ≤

p
1− p ,

all players’ expected payoffs

in a persuasive equilibrium are higher than their expected payoffs in a no-communication
protocol.

3.3.2

Sucker cost

We now introduce non-standard preferences for the buyers. Specifically, we assume
that the buyer can incur a sucker cost whenever he chooses a( R) = R after a deceptive message (m = R when s = B). When the buyer takes an action, he does not
know whether the message is deceptive or not but has an expectation about this.
The higher this expectation, the more likely he is to incur the sucker cost.
Again, we restrict our analysis to only two types of buyers: those with a high
enough cost which we will call “skeptics” (K) and those whose cost is zero which we
will call “non-skeptics” (N). Specifically, K buyers always choose ( aK ( R), aK ( B)) =
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( B, B), whereas N buyers best reply to each message. Let pk ∈ [0, 1] be the proportion of skeptics in the population of buyers. This, in essence, represents the
probability that the buyer is a skeptic. We will call this game “the K-game”. Next,
we analyze the equilibria of this game given each parametrization.
Lemma 7. In every PBE of the K-game where p ≥

1
2

and pk < 1, on the equilibrium path,

( a N ( R), a N ( B)) = ( R, R) while ( aK ( R), aK ( B)) = ( B, B).
Proof. See Appendix.
When p < 21 , nothing changes in the equilibrium predictions compared to the
original game. This is because the equilibrium when p <

1
2

is that a( R) = a( B) = B

and so the N buyer and the K one behave the same.
Based on the previous results we formulate the following prediction:
Proposition 3. In the K-game where p ≥ 21 , communication leads to material losses for the
seller and the K buyer if pk > 0. Communication has no effect when p < 12 .
Proof. The proof for why communication has no effect in the p <

1
2

case of the

S-game is trivial and it follows from Lemma 2, and the fact that behavior doesn’t
change when we account for pk in this setting. To see why communication leads to
losses when p ≥ 12 , consider the players’ expected payoffs in the S-game:
πKbuyer = 1 − p
πseller = 1 · (1 − pk ) + 0 · pk = 1 − pk
Recall that the buyer’s expected payoff in a no-communication protocol is p,
while the seller’s is 1. Therefore, if p >

1
2

and pk > 0, both the K buyer’s and the

seller’s expected payoffs in the S-game are smaller than their expected payoffs in a
no-communication protocol.

Proposition 3 implies that as long as skeptics exist, both the average buyer and
the seller should lose from communication in the p ≥
one.
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case, but not in the p <

1
2
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3.3.3

Lying cost + sucker cost

Finally, we look at the implications of the situation where both the seller and the
buyer have non-standard preferences. In particular, the seller has a lying cost as in
Section 3.3.1 while the buyer has a sucker cost as in Section 3.3.2. We will call this
the “LK-game”.
Notice that nothing changes in the equilibrium analysis from Section 3.3.1 when
considering the possibility of skeptics, as long as pk < 1. This is because, in any
equilibrium in which the non-skeptic buyer would optimally choose a = R, the
non-lying averse seller has no incentive to deviate from their strategy as the skeptic
buyer always chooses a = B. What is the payoff effect for the average buyer and
seller?
Proposition 4. In the LK-game where p ≥ 21 , if and only if pk >

(1−λ)(1− p)
p+ pλ−λ

and pk > 0,
(1−λ)(1− p)
p+ pλ−λ ,

communication leads to lower average payoffs for both players. If 0 < pk <
communication helps the average buyer while harming sellers.
Proof. The average buyer’s expected payoff in the LK-game when p ≥

1
2

is pk (1 −

p) + (1 − pk )( p + (1 − p)(1 − λ)). This is lower than p, their expected payoff without
(1−λ)(1− p)
p+ pλ−λ .
< 1−p p .

communication, as long as pk >
when p >

1
2

since in this case, λ

Note that this is true irrespective of λ

The average seller’s expected payoff in the communication game is p(1 − pk ) +

(1 − p)λ(1 − pk ). Their expected payoff in the no-communication game is 1. Therefore, as long as pk > 0 or λ > 0, the average seller’s expected payoff in the LK-game
is lower than in the no-communication game.
The intuition behind this result is that the average buyer’s gains from interacting
with lying averse sellers plus those from being skeptical about liars compensate his
losses from being skeptical towards truth-tellers as long as there is not too much
skepticism in the population. If skepticism is low enough, the gains from interacting
with lying averse sellers take over. For the seller, however, both lying aversion and
skepticism lead to negative payoff effects irrespective of the distribution of skeptics
in the population. What happens when p <
Proposition 5. In the LK-game with p <

1
2,

players can gain from communication.
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?

if and only if λ <

1
2

and λ <

p
1− p ,

both
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Proof. If λ >

1
2,

seller’s messages are uninformative and the only equilibrium is

the one where every buyer chooses a = B irrespective of message. Hence, in this
case communication makes no difference. If λ < 12 , the average buyer’s expected
payoff in the LS-game when is pk (1 − p) + (1 − pk )( p + (1 − p)(1 − λ)). In order
for communication to help, this payoff has to be higher than the buyer’s expected
payoff in the no-communication game, which is 1 − p. This reduces to the condition:
p + k(λ − pλ − p) > λ − pλ − p. Note that when λ − pλ − p > 0 which means that
λ>

p
1− p ,

the condition reduces to pk > 1, which is not possible. In other words, if

everyone is a skeptic, communication plays no role. However, when λ <

p
1− p ,

the

for communication to help the average buyer reduces to pk < 1.
The average seller’s expected payoff in the LS-game where λ <

1
2

and p <

1
2

is

p(1 − pk ) + (1 − p)λ(1 − pk ). Their expected payoff in the no-communication game
is 0. Therefore, as long as pk < 1 and λ > 0, the average seller’s expected payoff in
the LK-game is higher than in the no-communication game.

4

experimental design

4.1 Procedures

The experiment was conducted at the Centre for Decision Research and Experimental Economics (CeDEx) laboratory located at the University of Nottingham.
The decision-making environment was computerized and the software was programmed in z-Tree (Fischbacher, 2007). There were 464 participants (out of which
270 were females) recruited from a university-wide pool of undergraduate and graduate students using ORSEE (Greiner, 2015). Participants were randomly assigned
to one of the 16 sessions. Each session involved between 26 and 30 participants
and lasted on average 20 minutes. All subjects received a £3 participation fee plus
their earnings from playing the game. The game earnings amounted to £2 on average. In the experiment, payoffs were described in points (30 or 0) which were then
exchanged to pounds according to the following exchange rate: 1 point=£0.1.
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I used a 2x2 design varying the following two dimensions: the possibility of
sellers to send messages and p. Essentially, what p represents is the likelihood that
the interests of the seller and the buyer are aligned. These values were chosen to
reflect a case where interests are more likely to be aligned (p = 32 ) and one where
they are more likely to be conflicting (p = 13 ). Table 2 presents a summary of the 4
treatments.
Table 2: Treatments summary

Name

Messages allowed?

Value of p

YES
NO
YES
NO

2
3
2
3
1
3
1
3

CM 23
No CM 23
CM 13
No CM 13

There were 4 sessions for each treatment. Upon arriving at the lab, participants
were randomly assigned a number that would determine their seat in the lab. At
their computer terminals, subjects would find a sheet of instructions2 which were
read out loud by the experimenter once everyone was seated. After the instructions
were read, the experiment began with a set of hypothetical control questions regarding subjects’ understanding of the payoff matrix. The experiment then proceeded
with the game relevant for their respective treatment. Participants played the game
only once. Finally, they were asked to fill in a short questionnaire after which they
were paid in private and in cash.
Our communication protocol was computerized, free-form and one-way in that
only the seller could send a message. The seller’s screen is depicted in figure 1. I
used free form messages for comparability with Ert et al. (2014) but also to create
an environment more likely to promote skepticism.

2 See

Appendix for a full set of instructions.
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Figure 1: Communication interface

The state of the world was randomly determined for each subject at the start of
the experiment. The exact distribution of states in each treatment is presented in
Table 3.
Table 3: No. of observed red and blue states across treatments

Treatment

s = red

s = blue

CM 23
No CM 23
CM 13
No CM 13

37
42
22
19

21
16
38
37

4.2 Hypotheses

In this section I formulate hypotheses regarding behavior that draw from the previous theoretical analysis. I note to which type of assumption regarding players’
preferences each hypothesis refers to.
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Standard preferences:
The following two hypotheses are based on the game in which players have
selfish, rational preferences.
Hypothesis 1. Buyers will always choose a = R when p =

2
3

and a = B when p = 13 ,

irrespective of whether communication is present.
Hypothesis 2. Communication has no effect on material payoffs irrespective of p.
The second hypothesis is an implication of the fact that buyers’ actions do not
depend on messages, and so their presence does not affect final outcomes.
Non-standard preferences:
The following hypotheses refer to the L-game only, when there are lying-averse
sellers but no sucker-averse buyers.
Hypothesis 3. When p =

2
3,

and a positive fraction of sellers report blue states truth-

fully, communication improves buyers’ average material payoff and decreases the sellers’
one. Communication has no effect on outcomes in this case when no truth-telling is observed.
Hypothesis 4. When p =

1
3,

and more than half of sellers report blue states truthfully,

communication improves the average material payoffs of both players. Communication has
no effect on outcomes in this case when less than half of sellers report blue states truthfully.
Next, we account for the existence of skeptical buyers.
Hypothesis 5. When p = 23 , the share of buyers buying the blue product after communication is higher than the share of buyers choosing to buy the blue product when messages
are not allowed. When p =

1
3

and l < 12 , the share of buyers buying the red product after

communication is higher than the share of buyers buying the red product when messages are
not allowed.
Hypothesis 6. When p = 23 , communication reduces the average payoffs of both players.
When p = 31 , communication increases the average payoffs of both players.
Finally, given the hypothesized (negative) effect of communication in the p =
case and its counterpart in the p =

1
3

2
3

case we can formulate a general hypothesis

regarding the average effect of communication.
Hypothesis 7. Communication has an absolute effect on outcomes.
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5

results

In this section I analyze the behavior employed by buyers and seller across treatments and compare it with our hypotheses. I then investigate the effect of this behavior on payoffs. Throughout the analysis I will compare the observed outcomes
both between treatments as well as with the standard equilibrium benchmark. Since
players played the game only once and there was no interaction across the buyerseller pairs, each subject’s decision represents an independent observation.

5.1 Seller behavior

This section looks at sellers’ message strategy in the CM treatments as only there
the sellers are active players. Since messages are free-form, I classify them into
well-defined categories. The free-form message space can be partitioned in three
types to accommodate the meanings of all observed messages. Table 4 presents the
identified types, an example for each category and their distribution within each
treatment.
Table 4: Message types and corresponding frequencies

Type
RED
BLUE
??

Example
“Hey, I drew the red ball - the red product is
better than blue!”
“blue ball was drawn so pick the blue product”
“This product is good quality compared to the
other in the urn.”

Frequency
CM 23 CM 13
85%

70%

9%

12%

6%

18%

First, we note the use of a third type of message, the inconclusive one, denoted
by ‘??’ in the above tables. This type of message does not make a claim about
the color of the state. Its use could be explained if inconclusive messages are an
indirect form of lying (evasive lying). Using such a message when the state is blue
could give rise to lower costs than direct lying (Khalmetski et al., 2017). If this is
the case, we should observe their use only when the state is blue. Figure 2 presents
how messages are distributed across red and blue states for each communication
treatment.
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Figure 2: Message distribution across states and treatments

From figure 2, we observe that no seller reports red states as blue. This is an
indication that messages are used with their literal meanings. In terms of truthfulness of messages, we note that both in the CM 23 treatment and in the CM 13 one,
a significantly positive proportion of sellers report blue states truthfully: 23.8% in
CM 23 and 18.4% in CM 13. These frequencies are both significantly different than
0 (p − value = 0.010 for CM 23 and p − value = 0.003 for CM 13, Barnard’s onesided test3 ) but not significantly different compared to each other. This represents
empirical support for the existence of lying averse sellers. Their lying cos, though,
does not seem to be affected by the probability of being considered a liar (which
varies across treatments).
Result 1. A significant but low proportion of sellers report blue states truthfully. This
proportion is not different across the CM treatments.
The proportion of lying averse sellers in this experiment is rather small compared to typical results regarding truth-telling propensity in individual-decision
making environments. Abeler et al. (2019) estimate an average amount of truthtelling at around 78%. An explanation for why the observed lying frequency in the
current study is so small could be the fact that strategic environments have been
found to crowd out lying aversion (Cabrales et al., 2020; Minozzi and Woon, 2013).
3I

also perform the Fisher test and Chi-squared test by Monte Carlo simulation for all results in this
section and the findings are qualitatively the same.
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The proportion of truth-tellers in our sample is quite similar to the 22% one observed by Sánchez-Pagés and Vorsatz (2007) in a sender-receiver game. It is also too
low to observe positive effects from communication as per Hypothesis 5.
How is the probability of sending a red message affected by the treatment? Table
5 presents the marginal effects resulting from probit regressions of the message
choice on a treatment variable and control variables (gender and age). I run separate
regressions depending on the underlying state to obtain a more accurate picture of
the meaning of different messages and how this might change across treatments.
Table 5: Probit marginal effects of message decision

Dependent variable: m=RED

Dependent variable: m=??

state=RED

state=BLUE

state=RED

state=BLUE

CM 23

0.009
(0.076)

0.164
(0.130)

−0.009
(0.076)

−0.191∗∗∗
(0.073)

Female

−0.001
(0.074)

−0.284∗∗
(0.124)

0.001
0.074

0.011
(4.938)

Age

−0.055
(0.012)

−0.002
(0.035)

0.005
(0.012)

0.000
(0.072)

59

59

59

59

Observations

∗ p<0.1; ∗∗ p<0.05; ∗∗∗ p<0.01

Note:

The results show that there is no significant treatment effect on the probability
of sending the red message irrespective of the value of the state. We observe a
significantly negative gender effect on the probability of sending the red message
when the state is blue. In other words, females are 28% less likely to lie by sending
a red message. This is a typical finding in the deception literature (Capraro, 2018).
Furthermore, the regressions show that the likelihood of sending an inconclusive
message is significantly different across treatments when the state is blue (in which
case there is an incentive to lie). Specifically, being in the CM 23 treatment significantly decreases the probability of sending an inconclusive message with 19.10%.
This is an indication that the meaning of inconclusive message differs across treatments. Nevertheless, this result should be taken with a grain of salt as the frequency
of these messages is overall low.
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5.2 Buyer behavior

Figure 3 depicts how often buyers choose their ex ante optimal strategy across
treatments. Recall that when p = 32 , the ex ante optimal action for the buyer is to
buy the red product, whereas when p = 13 , it is to buy the blue product.
(a) p =

2
3

(b) p =

1
3

Figure 3: Frequency with which buyers choose the ex ante optimal action

First, we notice that communication makes buyers choose the ex ante optimal
action less often. This difference is (weakly) significant in the p =

1
3

case (p −

value = 0.064, Barnard’s two-sided test). To better understand this finding we look
at how buyers’ choice of action depends on the message received. Table 6 reports
the distribution of buyer’s actions conditional on the message received.
Table 6: Distribution of buyer actions conditional on the message received
(a) CM 23

m = red
m = blue

(b) CM 13

a = red

a = blue

87.75%
20.00%

12.24%
80.00%

m = red
m = blue

a = red

a = blue

73.81%
14.29%

26.19%
85.71%

We observe a significantly high proportion of buyers who choose a = red when
m = red in both treatments. If we focus on the cases where m = red, the effect of
communication is even stronger when p = 31 , the frequency of a = red being 73.8%,
which is significantly higher than 39.3% (p − value = 0.001, Barnard’s two-sided
test).
Result 2. Buyers choose the ex ante optimal action less often in the CM treatments than
in the No CM ones. This difference is significant only in the p =

22

1
3

case.
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The corollary of Result 2 is that communication is persuasive in the CM 13 treatment as it makes buyers take the action preferred by the seller more often. By analyzing buyers’ behavior conditional on the messages received we can also find out
whether communication increases buyers’ skepticism in the p =

2
3

case as hypothe-

sized. We observe that the percentage of buyers choosing to buy the blue product
after a red message in the CM 23 treatment is equal to 12.24%. This is significantly
different from 0 (p − value < 0.010, one-sided binomial test). Is this evidence for
sucker aversion? Recall that the validity of this claim depends on skepticism being
observed only in the presence of messages. Therefore, our model implies that in the
No CM 23 treatment, this frequency would be equal to 0. Nonetheless, we find this
is not the case as the frequency with which buyers buy the blue product in the no
communication treatment is 13.8%. Therefore, the reason why buyers buy the blue
product after a red message in the 23 treatments is not because of sucker aversion.
Result 3. Communication does not increase skepticism when p =

2
3

and therefore, the

observed deviation from the ex ante optimal strategy is not due to sucker aversion.
Result 3 goes against Hypothesis 5. Why do we only observe a communication
effect in the p =

1
3

case? Focusing on the No CM treatments, an interesting find-

ing arises: buyers choose their ex-ante optimal action significantly less often than
equilibrium predicts (p − value = 0.004 in No CM 23 and p − value < 0.001 in
No CM 13, Barnard’s two-sided test).
Result 4. Buyers’ behavior is significantly different than standard equilibrium predictions
in the No CM treatments.
How is the probability of choosing the ex-ante optimal action affected by communication and the conflict of interests? Table 7 presents the results of a linear
regression of the buyer’s decision being ex-ante optimal (i.e. red, when p= 23 and
blue when p= 13 ) on the value of p and its interaction with communication. The results show that being in the environment with a higher conflict of interests, makes
the buyer less likely to take their ex-ante optimal action. In addition, we notice
that communication has a differential effect across the two levels of conflict of interests: it significantly leads buyers away from their ex-ante optimal action when
p= 31 , but has no significant effect when p= 23 . We can quantify the size of the communication effect in the p= 13 case by computing the marginal effects from a probit
regression of the buyer’s decision being ex-ante optimal on a dummy for whether
communication was present (and control variables - gender and age), using only
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the observations from the p= 31 treatments. The results show that communication
decreases the probability of taking the ex-ante optimal action in the p= 13 case by
17.70 percentage points (p − value = 0.054).4
Table 7: Linear regression of buyer’s decision being ex-ante optimal

Dependent variable:
Decision is ex-ante optimal
p= 13

−0.240∗∗∗
(0.083)

p= 31 x CM

−0.176∗∗
(0.082)

p= 32 x CM

−0.061
(0.082)

Female

−0.049
(0.060)

Age

−0.013
(0.009)

Constant

1.159∗∗∗
(0.209)

Observations
R2
Adjusted R2
Residual Std. Error
F Statistic

232
0.138
0.119
0.442 (df = 226)
7.224∗∗∗ (df = 5; 226)
∗ p<0.1; ∗∗ p<0.05; ∗∗∗ p<0.01

Note:

When p = 23 , the observed deviations could be due to noise as their frequency is
not particularly large. On the other hand, when p =

1
3

the size of this frequency is

larger both with and without communication. To explain this observation, we first
need to notice that the ex-ante optimal action is “kind” towards the seller in the
p=

2
3

and “unkind” in the p =

1
3

case. It is therefore possible that buyer’s social

preferences drive the deviations in the No CM treatments. In the CM treatments
communication might amplify the effect of social preferences leading buyers further
4 See

Appendix for probit regression table.
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away from their ex-ante optimal action in the CM 13 treatment. Taken together, this
evidence rules out Hypothesis 1.
Lastly, we can ask whether receivers can differentiate between truthful and untruthful sellers. To do so, we look at how often buyers choose to buy the red product
after observing a message suggesting that the state is red, conditional on the true
state. From figure 4 we note that truthful sellers are not more “persuasive” than untruthful ones as there is no significant difference between the frequencies of buying
the red product after a truthful versus an untruthful message. Therefore, we can
conclude that buyers are not able to separate truthful from untruthful sellers.

Figure 4: Frequency with which buyers choose a = red after m = red conditional on the underlying
state

5.3 Average payoffs

In this section we report the effect of communication on players’ average payoffs.
Recall that if players have standard preferences, communication should have no
effect on payoffs (Hypothesis 2). In the previous sections we have shown that players do not behave according to standard theoretical predictions. Nevertheless, the
deviations are not high enough to render significant payoff differences according
to our theoretical analysis from section 3.3. Table 8 presents the average payoffs
comparison.
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Table 8: Average payoffs across treatments

p=
Seller
Buyer

2
3

p=

1
3

CM 23

No CM 23

p-value

CM 13

No CM 13

p-value

0.793
0.638

0.862
0.724

0.528
0.528

0.567
0.600

0.393
0.554

0.063
0.709

Note: p-values are based on a two-sided Barnard’s test. Payoffs have been normalized to values of 1
and 0.

In line with the behavior analysis, we notice no significant payoff differences
in the case of p = 23 , i.e. when interests are more likely aligned. However, when
interests are more likely divergent, the seller’s payoff is (weakly) significantly higher
when messages are present. This is reflective of the higher proportion of buyers
buying the red product in this treatment compared to the one where messages are
absent. Result 5 follows:
Result 5. When p = 23 , communication has no significant effect on players’ average payoffs.
When p =

1
3,

it significantly increases seller’s average payoff and does not significantly

impact buyer’s average payoff.
Result 5 contradicts Hypothesis 2. Furthermore, it goes against Hypothesis 3
since although we observe a positive share of truth-tellers, payoffs remain unaffected (at least from a statistical perspective). The result also contradicts Hypothesis
5 as when less than half of the sellers are lying averse, communication should have
no effect in the CM 13 treatment. However, it supports Hypothesis 7 according to
which there is an absolute effect of communication, across both levels of conflict of
interests.
To make sure that Result 5 is not due to differences in the underlying distribution
of states across treatments, we separate observations between those where a red
ball was drawn and those where a blue ball was drawn. Table 9 presents this
information.
Table 9: Average payoffs across treatments conditional on the underlying state

s=red
s=blue

Seller
Buyer
Seller
Buyer

CM 23

No CM 23

p-value

CM 13

No CM 13

p-value

0.838
0.838
0.714
0.286

0.905
0.905
0.750
0.250

0.530
0.530
0.842
0.842

0.727
0.727
0.474
0.526

0.421
0.421
0.378
0.622

0.058
0.058
0.529
0.529
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First, we note that there was no significant difference between the distribution
of states in the CM treatments versus the No CM treatments (p − value = 0.528 for
p=

2
3

and p − value = 0.779 for p = 13 , Barnard’s two-sided test). Second, we find

that when the state is blue, payoffs are not significantly different for either player
irrespective of p. The significant positive effect of communication on the seller’s
payoff in the case of p =

1
3

arises when the state is red (p − value = 0.058, Barnard’s

two-sided test). Hence, we can conclude that communication has a positive effect
for sellers not because it enables them to deceive buyers (as in that case buyers’
payoffs would be lower), but rather because it allows them to better signal the cases
where interests are aligned (i.e. when the state is red).
How do these payoffs compare to what standard equilibrium theory would suggest? Table 10 presents the comparison of players’ payoffs (“Obs.”) with the standard equilibrium predictions (“Eq.”).
Table 10: Average payoffs across treatments

CM 23
CM 13
No CM 23
No CM 13

Seller’s average payoff

Buyer’s average payoff

Obs.

Eq.

p-value

Obs.

Eq.

p-value

0.793
0.567
0.862
0.393

1
0
1
0

<0.001
<0.001
0.002
<0.001

0.638
0.600
0.724
0.554

0.638
0.633
0.724
0.661

1
0.792
1
0.277

Note: p-values are based on a two-sided Barnard’s test.

Result 6. Buyers’ average payoff is not significantly different than equilibrium predictions.
Seller’s average payoff is significantly lower than predicted when p =

2
3

and significantly

higher when p = 31 .
Result 6 seems at odds with Result 5. To understand how these can be reconciled,
we look at the distribution of buyers’ errors over the state space. We define an error
as the case where the buyer chooses a = red when s = blue or a = blue when s = red.
Table 11 presents the observed distribution of errors alongside the predicted one.
The observed distribution of errors is significantly different than the predicted one
for all treatments (p − value < 0.010 for all four treatments, Barnard’s two-sided
test).
From Table 11 we note that when p =

2
3,

the observed total number of errors

is identical with the predicted one. However, buyers make a significantly higher
number of errors when s = red. An error in this state is disadvantageous for the
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Table 11: Distribution of errors

Treatment
CM 23
CM 13
No CM 23
No CM 13

s = red
Observed Predicted
6
6
4
11

0
22
0
19

s = blue
Observed Predicted
15
18
12
14

21
0
16
0

seller. On the other hand, when s = blue, buyers make fewer errors than predicted,
meaning that they choose a = blue more often than they should. This again is
disadvantageous for the seller, but advantageous for the buyer. This is why the
sellers’ average payoff is significantly lower than predicted but the buyers’ is not, as
the increased number of errors buyers make when s = red is compensated by the
reduced number of errors when s = blue. A similar explanation holds for the case
where p = 31 .
In addition, we observe that the distribution of errors across the state space is
clearly skewed towards s = blue, irrespective of the treatment. This is another
indication that buyers are not able to detect deception when communication is written and anonymous, a finding different than Belot and Van de Ven (2017) where
communication was face-to-face but in line with the few experiments on deception
detection with written communication (Chen and Houser, 2017).

6

conclusion

In this paper I investigated if and when communication affects outcomes in a
sender-receiver game with sender state-independent preferences and receiver statedependent preferences. I hypothesized that the aversion of being profitably deceived (sucker aversion) can take over the positive effect that lying aversion might
give rise to and lead to a negative effect of communication when the interests between the two parties are more likely to be conflicting. However, when a conflict of
interests is relatively less likely, the opposite is the case. First, I found that communication does not harm when it was hypothesized to do so (i.e. when the likelihood
of interests being aligned is relatively high). This is at odds with the results of Ert
et al. (2014). A possible reason for the discrepancy in our results is the different
complexity of environments used. The game implemented in Ert et al. (2014) is
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considerably more complex than the one I use. It could be that due to this, buyers
in their experiment exert more cognitive effort to process the information. Under
a higher cognitive load, psychological biases like sucker aversion are perhaps less
likely to occur, and standard equilibrium play might have higher predictive power
(Allred et al., 2016).
Second, the results in the current paper show that communication helps when
the likelihood of interests being aligned is relatively low by increasing sellers’ payoff without reducing buyers’ payoff. Sellers benefit from the fact that buyers trust
messages more often than they ought to. At the same time, buyers are not affected
by their gullibility since some sellers are lying averse, reporting blue states truthfully more often than standard equilibrium theory would suggest. Nevertheless,
this is not predicted by the theoretical analysis since the observed amount of truthtelling is much lower than the theoretically necessary level. An explanation for this
finding could be that buyers overweight the probability of interacting with a lying
averse seller. This is in line with Sheremeta and Shields (2017) who find that in a
setting similar to the one analyzed in this paper but where the binary states are
uniformly distributed, receivers are too optimistic about senders’ truthful behavior.
Importantly, participants in their experiment play simultaneously the role of sender
and that of receiver. Hence, beliefs about senders’ behavior can be confounded with
self-image concerns.
Third, I find a surprising deviation from standard equilibrium predictions in the
treatments where communication is absent. In the case where interests are more
likely to be aligned, buyers choose the action that harms the sellers significantly
more often than predicted. This is an indication that something different than
sucker aversion is at play. An explanation based on probability matching (Myers,
2014; Vulkan, 2000) is ruled out as subjects do not make repeated choices. I propose
two tentative explanations, none of which can capture the entire pattern of behavior.
One is that buyers have different levels of strategic sophistication and those with a
lower level display a higher degree of skepticism. This though is contradicting the
effect observed in the case where interests alignment is relatively less likely. In this
treatment, buyers choose the action preferred by the seller significantly more often.
The second possibility is that social preferences matter, making buyers more likely
to choose the action that is advantageous for the seller irrespective of the level of
conflict. This would explain the latter result, but not the former according to which
communication has a differential effect across the two levels of conflict of interests.
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I note, lastly, that in the treatments where interests are more likely to be aligned,
the effect of social preferences goes in the opposite direction with that of communication under sucker aversion. In the treatments where interests - alignment is
less likely, these effects would push behavior in the same direction. Therefore, a
possibility is that the effect of social preferences and of sucker aversion cancel out
in the former case, while communication enhances social preferences in the latter
case. Further research on the interplay between these two behavioral drivers is
welcomed.
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APPENDIX

a

proofs

Lemma 3
Proof. Let the L seller’s strategy be (m L ( R), m L ( B)) = ( R, R). Buyer’s beliefs consistent with the specified seller strategy are:

µ( R) =

1· p
p
pr (m = R|s = R) · pr (s = R)
=
=
pr (m = R)
p + (1 − p ) · λ
p + (1 − p ) · λ

µ( B) =

pr (m = B|s = R) · pr (s = R)
=0
pr (m = B)

Given these beliefs, the buyer best replies by maximizing his expected utility
given each message.

EUbuyer ( a = R, m = R) = 1 · µ( R) + 0 · (1 − µ( R)) =

p
p + (1 − p ) · λ

EUbuyer ( a = B, m = R) = 0 · µ( R) + 1 · (1 − µ( R)) =

(1 − p ) · λ
p + (1 − p ) · λ

EUbuyer ( a = R, m = B) = 1 · µ( B) + 0 · (1 − µ( B)) = 0

EUbuyer ( a = B, m = B) = 0 · µ( B) + 1 · (1 − µ( B)) = 1
This means that EUbuyer ( a = B, m = B) > EUbuyer ( a = R, m = B).
When p ≥ 12 , since λ < 1 we have that EUbuyer ( a = R, m = R) > EUbuyer ( a =
B, m = R). Therefore, the buyer’s best reply strategy is ( a( R), a( B)) = ( R, B). Does
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any L seller type have an incentive to deviate given the buyer’s strategy? Clearly,
when s = R, no L seller type would like to deviate by sending m L ( R) = B since that
would lead to a payoff of 0, which is smaller than the payoff the seller gets from
m L ( R) = R. When s = B, EUL (m = R, s = B) = 1 while EUL (m = B, s = B) = 0, so
the L seller does not want to deviate from the original strategy (m L ( R), m L ( B)) =

( R, R).
When p <
λ≤

p
1− p

1
2

the buyer best replies by choosing ( a( R), a( B)) = ( R, B) when

and ( a( R), a( B)) = ( B, B) when λ >

p
1− p .

The L seller has no incentive to

deviate in either case implying that the specified strategies constitute a PBE of the
L-game where p < 12 .

Lemma 4
Proof. Let the L seller’s strategy be (m L ( R), m L ( B)) = ( B, B). Buyer’s beliefs consistent with this strategy are: µ( R) = 1, µ( B) =

pλ
1− p+ pλ .

Consequently, his expected

utilities from either choice are: EUbuyer ( a = R, m = R) = 1 , EUbuyer ( a = B, m =
R) = 0 , EUbuyer ( a = R, m = B) =

pλ
1− p+ pλ ,

EUbuyer ( a = B, m = B) =

1− p
1− p+ pλ .

Therefore, the buyer best replies by choosing a( R) = R irrespective of λ.
When m = B, his optimal choice depends on p and λ as follows. The buyer best
replies by choosing a( B) = B if λ <

1− p
p .

However, this cannot be supported in

equilibrium since the L seller can profitably deviate to (m L ( R), m L ( B)) = ( R, R).
The buyer best replies by choosing a( B) = R if λ ≥

1− p
p .

This condition is

satisfied only if p ≥ 21 . If p < 12 , the condition would require that λ is greater than
1 which is not possible.
Hence, if p ≥

1
2

and λ >

1− p
p ,

then the receiver’s best reply is a( B) = R. The L

seller has no profitable deviation since the buyer’s action is always R irrespective of
the message.
If p < 21 , then (m L ( R), m L ( B)) = ( B, B) cannot be part of an equilibrium of the
L-game.
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Lemma 5
Proof. Let the L seller’s strategy be (m L ( R), m L ( B)) = ( R, B). Buyer’s beliefs consistent with this strategy are: µ( R) = 1, µ( B) = 0. Consequently, his expected utilities
from either choice are: EUbuyer ( a = R, m = R) = 1, EUbuyer ( a = B, m = R) = 0,
EUbuyer ( a = R, m = B) = 0, EUbuyer ( a = B, m = B) = 1. Therefore, the buyer’s best
reply is: ( a( R), a( B)) = ( R, B).
Given the buyer’s best reply, the L seller has a profitable deviation from (m L ( R),
m L ( B)) = ( R, B) to (m L ( R), m L ( B)) = ( R, R) since that ensures the seller an expected payoff of 1 rather than p ≤ 1.
Therefore, the (m L ( R), m L ( B)) = ( R, B), cannot be supported in a PBE irrespective of the value of p.

Lemma 6
Proof. Let the L seller’s strategy be (m L ( R), m L ( B)) = ( B, R). Buyer’s beliefs consistent with this strategy are: µ( R) =

(1− λ ) p
p+λ−2pλ ,

µ( B) =

pλ
1− p−λ+2pλ .

Consequently, his expected utilities from either choice are: EUbuyer ( a = R, m =
R) =

p− pλ
p+λ−2pλ ,

pλ
1− p−λ+2pλ ,

If p ≥

1
2

λ− pλ
p+λ−2pλ ,
1− p−λ+ pλ
1− p−λ+2pλ .

EUbuyer ( a = B, m = R) =

EUbuyer ( a = B, m = B) =

EUbuyer ( a = R, m = B) =

then p + λ − 2pλ > 0 and 1 − p − λ + 2pλ > 0. In this case, if λ < p <

1 − λ, the buyer best replies by choosing ( a( R), a( B)) = ( R, B). However, in this
case the L seller can profitably deviate by choosing (m L ( R), m L ( B)) = ( R, R) and
so, these strategies cannot represent an equilibrium. A similar argument is valid for
when λ > p > 1 − λ, except that receiver’s best reply is ( a( R), a( B)) = ( B, R) in
this case.
However, if p > λ > 1 − p, the buyer’s best reply is ( a( R), a( B)) = ( R, R). Now,
the L seller has no incentive to deviate from (m L ( R), m L ( B)) = ( B, R) and these
strategies represent a PBE of the L-game where p ≥ 21 . Similarly, if λ > p > 1 − p,
the buyer’s best reply is ( a( R), a( B)) = ( B, B) and the seller has no incentive to
deviate.
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If p <

1
2

then p + λ − 2pλ < 0 and 1 − p − λ + 2pλ > 0. In this case, the

seller’s strategy cannot be supported in a PBE whenever the buyer’s best reply is
a different action for each message. Specifically, when p < λ < 1 − p, the buyer’s
best reply is ( a( R), a( B)) = ( R, B). In this case, the seller has a profitable deviation
to (m L ( R), m L ( B)) = ( R, R). p > λ > 1 − p is not possible when p < 21 .
However, if λ > 1 − p, leading to a buyer’s best reply of ( a( R), a( B)) = ( R, R) or,
if λ < p, leading to a buyer’s best reply of ( a( R), a( B)) = ( B, B), the L seller has no
incentive to deviate from (m L ( R), m L ( B)) = ( B, R) and these strategies represent a
PBE of the L-game where p < 21 .

Lemma 7
Proof. Since the K buyer’s action is fixed, the only thing we need to consider when
asking whether the N buyer would like to deviate from the equilibrium described
by Lemma 1 is whether the proportion of K buyers influences the optimal action for
the N buyer. This would happen only if the seller would be incentivized to transmit
more persuasive information in equilibrium the higher pk is.
Suppose pk = 1. In this case, the seller is indifferent between telling the truth or
any other strategy. However, as long as pk < 1, the seller would strictly prefer to
send his ex ante optimal message (non-persuasive; see Lemma 1) irrespective of the
state, as this makes it optimal for the N buyer to choose his ex ante optimal strategy

( a N ( R), a N ( B)) = ( R, R). This way, the seller maximizes his expected payoff.
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Table 12: Marginal effects from probit regression of buyer’s decision being optimal (p= 13 only)

Dependent variable:
Decision is ex-ante optimal
CM

−0.177∗
(0.092)

Female

−0.089
(0.102)

Age

−0.014
(0.012)

Observations
Note:

116
∗ p<0.1; ∗∗ p<0.05; ∗∗∗ p<0.01

Table 13: Marginal effects from probit regression of buyer’s decision being optimal (p= 32 only)

Dependent variable:
Decision is ex-ante optimal
CM

−0.061
(0.092)

Female

−0.012
(0.102)

Age

−0.015
(0.012)

Observations
Note:

116
∗ p<0.1; ∗∗ p<0.05; ∗∗∗ p<0.01
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instructions

Welcome and thank you for participating in this experiment. Throughout the whole
experiment you must remain seated and mobile phones and other electronic devices
must be switched off. If there are any questions please raise your hand and an
experimenter will come to answer your questions in private.
Payment: In this experiment you can earn points. At the end of the experiment
you will be paid £3 as a participation fee plus £0.10 for each point earned. You
will be paid in private and in cash.
All your decisions are anonymous, so your identity will be kept secret at all
times.
Brief description of the task:
At the beginning of the experiment you will be randomly matched with another
participant. One of you will have the role of Buyer and the other the role of Seller.
There are two products: a Red product and a Blue product. The Buyer must buy
one of these products. The Seller knows the qualities of the two products but the
Buyer does not. The final payoff to both participants depends on the buying choice
and the quality of the chosen product. A more detailed description of the task is
given below.
Detailed description of the task:
The task consists of 2 stages.
Stage 1: The Seller is informed about the qualities of the two products [and sends a
message]5 .
In this stage, the computer will randomly draw a ball from a computerized urn
containing 3 balls: 2 red and 1 blue. The urn is depicted below:

5 The

content within square brakets was present only in the CM treatments
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(a) Urn for 23 treatments

(b) Urn for 13 treatments

The Seller will observe the colour of the drawn ball, but the Buyer will not.
• If the colour of the drawn ball is red, the Red product is better than the
Blue product. The Red product is worth 30 points to the Buyer and the Blue
product is worth nothing to the Buyer.
• If the colour of the drawn ball is blue, the Blue product is better than the
Red product. The Blue product is worth 30 points to the Buyer and the Red
product is worth nothing to the Buyer.
[After observing the qualities of the two products, the Seller will send a message
to the Buyer, by typing in a chat box. There is no restriction regarding the content
of the message, except that Sellers are not allowed to reveal any information that
might identify them (e.g. name, seat number, etc.)]
Stage 2: The Buyer [observes the message and] decides whether to buy the Red
product or the Blue product.
After the Seller observes the qualities of the products [and after observing the
message from the Seller], the Buyer will decide between buying either the Red
product or the Blue product.
How your earnings are determined:
The Buyer will earn 30 points if they buy the better product. The Seller will
earn 30 points if the Buyer buys the Red product. Thus, the point-earnings will be
determined as follows.
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The Buyer
- earns 30 points if a Red ball is drawn and she buys the Red product;
- earns nothing if a Red ball is drawn and she buys the Blue product;
- earns 30 points if a Blue ball was drawn and she buys the Blue product;
- earns nothing if a Blue ball was drawn and she buys the Red product.
The Seller
- earns 30 points if the Buyer buys the Red product;
- earns nothing if the Buyer buys the Blue product.
This is summarised in the Table below:
Buy the Red product

Buy the Blue product

Red ball
drawn

The Seller earns 30 points,
The Buyer earns 30 points

The Seller earns 0 points,
The Buyer earns 0 points

Blue ball
drawn

The Seller earns 30 points,
The Buyer earns 0 points

The Seller earns 0 points,
The Buyer earns 30 points

Preliminary questions: Before the experiment begins, you will be asked to answer a few questions regarding your understanding of the instructions. The experiment will begin only after all participants have answered these questions correctly.
Final questionnaire: After everyone makes their decisions, you will be asked to
fill in a short questionnaire. You will then be paid your earnings in private and in
cash. You will receive a £3 participation fee plus £0.10 for each point that you earn.
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